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The Divine Mystery - Santosh Kiro 2015-07-31
A mysterious phenomenon strikes a forested hamlet inhabited by tribal
people. A scientific organisation in Mumbai thinks that studying the
phenomenon may open up floodgates of knowledge to some new source
of energy. It commissions Veer, a brilliant but agnostic young scinetist,
who since childhood has been getting unfathomable weird dreams of a
village, to collect samples. When Veer prepares to go back after
collecting samples, another mysterious incident takes place, this time
with himself. Awed but thrilled, he postpones his return journey and
upon initial probing, finds that Lord Hanuman once roamed about in this
hamlet. Veer sets out on a long journey to unearth his mysterious
childhood dreams which, he now is sure, were actually linked with this
village. As he delves in more, he comes across thrilling facts and myths
on Hanuman, Lord Shiva, Linga and Yoni, all intricately linked with the
tribal inhabitants here, and many of his childhood dreams start making
sens. But what he finally discovers is a world beyond common beliefs
Encyclopedia of the Incas - Gary Urton 2015-06-04
The Inca Empire existed for fewer than 100 years, yet ruled more
subjects than either the Aztecs or the Maya and occupied a territory
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stretching nearly 3000 miles. The Incas left no system of writing; what
we know of them has been gleaned from the archaeological record and
accounts written following the Spanish invasion. In this A-to-Z
encyclopedia, Gary Urton and Adriana von Hagen, together with over
thirty contributors, provide a broad introduction to the fascinating
civilization of the Incas, including their settlements, culture, society,
celebrations, and achievements. Following a broad introduction, 128
individual entries explore wide-ranging themes (religion, architecture,
farming) and specific topics (ceremonial drinking cup, astronomy),
interweaving ethnohistoric and archaeological research with nuanced
interpretation. Each entry provides suggestions for further reading.
Sidebars profiling chroniclers and researchers of Inca life—ranging from
José de Acosta and Cristóbal de Albornoz to Maria Rostworowski and R.
Tom Zuidema—add depth and context for the cultural entries. Crossreferences, alphabetical and topical lists of entries, and a thorough index
help readers navigate the volume. A chronology, selected bibliography,
regional map, and almost ninety illustrations round out the volume. In
sum, the Encyclopedia of the Incas provides a unique, comprehensive
resource for scholars, as well as the general public, to explore the
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civilization of the Incas—the largest empire of the pre-Columbian New
World.
Advent Review and Sabbath Herald - 1973
*John 6:66, Eternity with the Trinity Vs Eternity with the Beast Father Yours 2015-05-18
On this PEARLIEST PEARL of wisdom and more... Beloved reader,
ANYONE AND EVERYONE is invited to know this booklet and of
whatever age. It is a doctrinal and somewhat autobiographical booklet
mainly of nonfictional incidents, miraculous and so providential, and with
a short section of a fictional dialogue. It is a spiritually ecumenical
inspirational booklet. The cover of The Last Supper is original and
portrays the actual Holy Grail kept in Valenica, Spain. It is hoped that
this booklet will be translated well and in any and all languages even to
reach even millions, God-willing. It is great to have it historically begin in
this Year of Faith.
Revelation - 1999-01-01
The final book of the Bible, Revelation prophesies the ultimate judgement
of mankind in a series of allegorical visions, grisly images and
numerological predictions. According to these, empires will fall, the
"Beast" will be destroyed and Christ will rule a new Jerusalem. With an
introduction by Will Self.
The Old Farmer's Almanack - 1877
Understanding Theories of Religion - Ivan Strenski 2015-03-30
Featuring comprehensive updates and additions, the second edition of
Understanding Theories of Religion explores the development of major
theories of religion through the works of classic and contemporary
figures. • A new edition of this introductory text exploring the core
methods and theorists in religion, spanning the sixteenth-century
through to the latest theoretical trends • Features an entirely new
section covering religion and postmodernism; race, sex, and gender; and
religion and postcolonialism • Examines the development of religious
theories through the work of classic and contemporary figures from the
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history of anthropology, sociology, psychology, philosophy, and theology
• Reveals how the study of religion evolved in response to great cultural
conflicts and major historical events • Student-friendly features include
chapter introductions and summaries, biographical vignettes, a timeline,
a glossary, and many other learning aids
Encyclopedia of the Ancient Maya - Walter R. T. Witschey 2015-12-24
Encyclopedia of the Ancient Maya provides an A-to-Z overview of the
ancient Maya culture from its inception to the Spanish Conquest.
Exploring Maya society, celebrations, and achievements, as well as new
insights into Maya culture and collapse, this is a sophisticated yet
accessible introduction suitable for students and general readers.
In Manchuria - Michael Meyer 2015-02-17
Explores the change most of rural China is undergoing via the story of a
privately held rice company that has built new roads, introduced organic
farming, and constructed apartments for farmers in exchange for their
land rights.
January - Audrey Carlan 2015-08-03
“Fresh, fun, and unbelievably hot, Audrey Carlan's Calendar Girl series
will have you falling in love over and over again and craving the next
installment." –Meredith Wild, #1 NYT Bestselling Author Synopsis It’s
really simple. I needed money. A lot of money. One million dollars to be
exact. The amount didn’t matter. All that mattered is that at the end of
that price tag held my father’s life. No money. No life. The time limit was
one year. On January 1st I had to pay up or my Father was going to be
killed. When you’re faced with an ultimatum like this, you do whatever
you have to do. And that’s exactly what I did. The job…Exquisite Escorts.
My role, serve as high priced arm candy to anyone that can afford the
$100,000 price tag for a month of my company. Sex is optional (for me)
and a 20% increase on the price. *** Mia Saunders just barely escaped a
paltry life back home in Las Vegas until she gets the call that her Father
has been beaten to within an inch of his life for not paying his gambling
debt. Problem is, the lone shark is her lousy, ruthless ex-boyfriend.
Another guy in a long line of men she’d fallen head over heels for. Not
anymore. Mia’s mission is simple. Serve as a high-priced escort for her
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Aunt’s company and pay monthly against her Father’s bad debt. A month
with a rich man who she doesn’t have to sleep with if she doesn’t want
to? Easy money. At least that’s the way it was supposed to go. Each
installment in the Calendar Girl Serial will release every month
throughout 2015. The stories will feature Mia, told from her perspective
as she continues her journey as an escort to twelve clients in twelve
different locations. Warning: This book is designed for audiences 18+
due to language and graphic sexual content.
A World Transformed - Lisa Deam 2015-03-30
On the edge of medieval maps, monsters roam. In the west, pilgrims take
well-traveled roads to Rome and Compostela. In the east, Old Testament
history unfolds. And at the center, in the city of Jerusalem, Jesus saves
the world. In A World Transformed, Lisa Deam takes us on an incredible
journey through medieval maps. Despite their curious appearance, these
maps, as Deam shows, are surprisingly modern. In their monstrous,
marvelous sights lie treasure troves of wisdom to guide twenty-firstcentury Christians on their walk with God. Each chapter in this
geographical journey links medieval maps to biblical concepts and
spiritual practices that transform our faith and our world.
Caligula - Anthony A. Barrett 2015-03-05
The Roman Empire has always exercised a considerable fascination.
Among its numerous colourful personalities, no emperor, with the
possible exception of Nero, has attracted more popular attention than
Caligula, who has a reputation, whether deserved or not, as the
quintessential mad and dangerous ruler. The first edition of this book
established itself as the standard study of Caligula. It remains the only
full length and detailed scholarly analysis in English of this emperor’s
reign, and has been translated into a number of languages. But the study
of Classical antiquity is not a static phenomenon, and scholars are
engaged in a persistent quest to upgrade our knowledge and thinking
about the ancient past. In the thirty years since publication of the
original Caligula there have been considerable scholarly advances in
what we know about this emperor specifically, and also about the
general period in which he functioned, while newly discovered
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inscriptions and major archaeological projects have necessitated a
rethinking of many of our earlier conclusions about early imperial
history. This new edition constitutes a major revision and, in places, a
major rewriting, of the original text. Maintaining the reader-friendly
structure and organisation of its predecessor, it embodies the latest
discoveries and the latest thinking, seeking to make more lucid and
comprehensible those aspects of the reign that are particularly daunting
to the non-specialist. Like the original, this revised Caligula is intended
to satisfy the requirements of the scholarly community while appealing to
a broad and general readership.
Darth Vader and Friends - Jeffrey Brown 2015-04-28
In this funny and sweet new book in the bestselling Darth Vader™ series,
Eisner Award–winning author Jeffrey Brown offers an intimate look at the
friendships between best pals in the Star Wars universe, from Darth
Vader and the Emperor to Leia and her Ewok pals, Han and Chewie,
C-3PO and R2-D2, the bounty hunters, and other favorite characters.
Jealousy, birthday parties, lightsaber battles, sharing, intergalactic
rebellion and more all come into play as Brown's charming illustrations
and humor irresistibly combine the adventures of our friends in a galaxy
far, far away with everyday events closer to home. © and TM Lucasfilm
Ltd. Used Under Authorization
Halo: Last Light - Troy Denning 2015-09-15
An original novel set in the Halo Universe and based on the New York
Times bestselling video game series! It is 2553, and the three-decade
long Covenant War that defined a generation has suddenly drawn to a
close. Yet, in the remotest parts of human space, tensions remain that
threaten to overflow into another full-scale conflict. Beneath the surface
of the planet Gao lies a vast cavern system renowned for its therapeutic
effects and rumored miraculous cures. But now Gao natives are turning
up brutally murdered down there—violent acts that happen to coincide
with the recent arrival of a UNSC research battalion protected by
Spartan Blue Team, led by the renowned Spartan-II Fred-104. Maverick
detective Veta Lopis of the Gao Ministry of Protection is only trying to do
her job as the Special Inspector assigned to catch a serial killer—one
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who is possibly hiding within the Spartan ranks—but she never
anticipates the situation spiraling out of control into an all-out crisis.
When Gao is revealed to harbor ancient Forerunner technology that
could solidify the UNSC’s military supremacy for centuries to come,
Insurrection loyalists within the planetary government will do
anything—even align with a vicious faction of what remains of the
Covenant—to ensure that never happens…
Global Connections: Volume 1, To 1500 - John Coatsworth
2015-03-16
The first textbook to present world history via social history, drawing on
social science methods and research. This interdisciplinary,
comprehensive and comparative textbook is authored by distinguished
scholars and experienced teachers, and offers expert scholarship on
global history that is ideal for undergraduate students. Volume 1 takes us
from the origin of hominids to ancient civilizations, the rise of empires,
and the Middle Ages. The book pays particular attention to the ways in
which ordinary people lived through the great changes of their times,
and how everyday experience connects to great political events and the
commercial exchanges of an interconnected world. With 65 maps, 45
illustrations, timelines, boxes, and primary source extracts, the book
moves students easily from particular historical incidents to broader
perspectives, enabling them to use historical material and social science
methodologies to analyze the events of the past, present and future.
The Mysterious Wall Paintings of Teleilat Ghassul, Jordan: In Context Bernadette Drabsch 2015-08-31
This volume is primarily concerned with the re-analysis of the wall
paintings from the Jordanian Chalcolithic period (ca. 4700-3700 BC)
settlement site of Teleilat Ghassul, first excavated in 1929 by scholars
from the Pontifical Biblical Institute Rome and latterly by Australians
from the University of Sydney.
Sophie's World - Jostein Gaarder 2007-03-20
One day Sophie comes home from school to find two questions in her
mail: "Who are you?" and "Where does the world come from?" Before she
knows it she is enrolled in a correspondence course with a mysterious
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philosopher. Thus begins Jostein Gaarder's unique novel, which is not
only a mystery, but also a complete and entertaining history of
philosophy.
Global Connections - John Coatsworth 2015-03-16
Volume 1 of this undergraduate history textbook covers the origin of
hominids through to the Middle Ages.
Vincent Van Gogh - Berry, Carol 2015-12-01
Van Gogh and the Seasons - Sjraar van Heugten 2018-03-06
A new look at the ways van Gogh represented the seasons and the
natural world throughout his career The changing seasons captivated
Vincent van Gogh (1853–90), who saw in their unending cycle the
majesty of nature and the existence of a higher force. Van Gogh and the
Seasons is the first book to explore this central aspect of van Gogh's life
and work. Van Gogh often linked the seasons to rural life and labor as
men and women worked the land throughout the year. From his
depictions of peasants and sowers to winter gardens, riverbanks,
orchards, and harvests, he painted scenes that richly evoke the sensory
pleasures and deprivations particular to each season. This stunning book
brings to life the locales that defined his tumultuous career, from Arles,
where he experienced his most crucial period of creativity, to Auvers-surOise, where he committed suicide. It looks at van Gogh's interpretation
of nature, the religious implications of the seasons in his time, and how
his art was perceived against the backdrop of various symbolist factions,
antimaterialist debates, and esoteric beliefs in fin de siècle Paris. The
book also features revealing extracts from the artist's correspondence
and artworks from his own collection that provide essential context to
the themes in his work. Breathtakingly illustrated and featuring
informative essays by Sjraar van Heugten, Joan Greer, and Ted Gott, Van
Gogh and the Seasons shines new light on the extraordinary creative
vision of one of the world's most beloved artists.
Chase's Calendar of Events 2016 - Editors of Chase's 2015-09-11
Chase's Calendar of Events is the most comprehensive and authoritative
reference available on special events, holidays, federal and state
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observances, historic anniversaries, astronomical phenomena, and more.
Published since 1957, Chase's is the only guide to special days, weeks,
and months.
A Companion to the Harlem Renaissance - Cherene SherrardJohnson 2015-05-26
A Companion to the Harlem Renaissance presents acomprehensive
collection of original essays that address theliterature and culture of the
Harlem Renaissance from the end ofWorld War I to the middle of the
1930s. Represents the most comprehensive coverage of themes and
uniquenew perspectives on the Harlem Renaissance available Features
original contributions from both emerging scholars ofthe Harlem
Renaissance and established academic “stars”in the field Offers a variety
of interdisciplinary features, such as thesection on visual and expressive
arts, that emphasize thecollaborative nature of the era Includes
“Spotlight Readings” featuring lesserknown figures of the Harlem
Renaissance and newly discovered orundervalued writings by
canonicalfigures
Homeland Mythology - Christopher Collins 2015-09-10
Since 9/11, America has presented itself to the world as a Christianist
culture, no less antimodern and nostalgic for an idealized past than its
Islamist foes. The master-narrative both sides share might sound like
this: Once upon a time, the values of the righteous community coincided
with those of the state. Home and land were harmoniously united under
God. But through intellectual pride (read: science) and disobedience
(read: human rights), this God-blessed homeland was lost and is now
worth every drop of blood it takes, ours and others’, to recover. For
Americans, the prime source for this once-and-future-kingdom myth is
the Bible, with its many narratives of blessings gained, lost, and
regained: the garden of Eden, the covenant with Abraham, the bondage
in Egypt, the exodus under Moses, the glory of David and Solomon’s
realm, the coming of the promised Messiah, his crucifixion, resurrection,
and ascension into heaven, his apocalyptic return at the end of history,
and his establishment of the earthly kingdom of God. As Homeland
Mythology shows, these biblical narratives have, over time, inspired a
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multitude of nationalist narratives, myths ingeniously spun out to justify
a number of decidedly unchristian policies and institutions—from Indian
genocide, the slave trade, and the exploitation of immigrant workers to
Manifest Destiny, imperial expansionism, and, most recently, preemptive
war. On March 25, 2001, George W. Bush shared a bit of political
wisdom: “You can fool some of the people all of the time—and those are
the ones you have to concentrate on.” The cynical use of religion to cloak
criminal behavior is always worth exposing, but why our leaders lie to us
is no longer a mystery. What does remain mysterious is why so many of
us are disposed to believe their lies. The unexamined issue that this book
addresses is, therefore, not the mendacity of the few, but the credulity of
the many.
Archaeoastronomy - Giulio Magli 2015-10-30
This book provides the first complete, easy to read, up-to-date account of
the fascinating discipline of archaeoastronomy, in which the relationship
between ancient constructions and the sky is studied in order to gain a
better understanding of the ideas of the architects of the past and of
their religious and symbolic worlds. The book is divided into three
sections, the first of which explores the past relations between
astronomy and people, power, the afterworld, architecture, and
landscape. The fundamentals of archaeoastronomy are then addressed in
detail, with coverage of the celestial coordinates; the apparent motion of
the Sun, Moon, stars, and planets; observation of celestial bodies at the
horizon; the use of astronomical software in archaeoastronomy; and
current methods for making and analyzing measurements. The final
section reviews what archaeoastronomy can now tell us about the nature
and purpose of such sites and structures as Stonehenge, the Pyramids of
Giza, Chichen Itza, the Campus Martius, and the Valley of the Temples of
Agrigento. In addition, a set of exercises is provided that can be
performed using non-commercial free software, e.g., Google Earth or
Stellarium, and will equip readers to conduct their own research.
Readers will find the book an ideal introduction to what has become a
wide-ranging multidisciplinary science.
Aristotle and Dante Discover the Secrets of the Universe - Benjamin
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Alire Sáenz 2012-02-21
Fifteen-year-old Ari Mendoza is an angry loner with a brother in prison,
but when he meets Dante and they become friends, Ari starts to ask
questions about himself, his parents and his family that he has never
asked before.
The Divine Eye and the Diaspora - Janet Alison Hoskins 2015-02-28
What is the relationship between syncretism and diaspora? Caodaism is a
large but almost unknown new religion that provides answers to this
question. Born in Vietnam during the struggles of decolonization,
shattered and spatially dispersed by cold war conflicts, it is now
reshaping the goals of its four million followers. Colorful and strikingly
eclectic, its “outrageous syncretism” incorporates Chinese, Buddhist, and
Western religions as well as world figures like Victor Hugo, Jeanne d’Arc,
Vladimir Lenin, and (in the USA) Joseph Smith, the founder of
Mormonism. The book looks at the connections between “the age of
revelations” (1925-1934) in French Indochina and the “age of diaspora”
(1975-present) when many Caodai leaders and followers went into exile.
Structured in paired biographies to trace relations between masters and
disciples, now separated by oceans, it focuses on five members of the
founding generation and their followers or descendants in California,
showing the continuing obligation to honor those who forged the initial
vision to “bring the gods of the East and West together.” Diasporic
congregations in California have interacted with New Age ideas and
stereotypes of a “Walt Disney fantasia of the East,” at the same time that
temples in Vietnam have re-opened their doors after decades of severe
restrictions. Caodaism forces us to reconsider how anthropologists study
religious mixtures in postcolonial settings. Its dynamics challenge the
unconscious Eurocentrism of our notions of how religions are bounded
and conceptualized.
Asteroid Answers to Ancient Calendar Mysteries - Herbert R.
Stollorz 2008-05-08
Ancient calendars found around the world are designed to end one point
in time. They communicate an urgent warning to everyone alive today!
Complex bronze and gold clocks with multiple dials are found in
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museums around the world. Why they have such advanced intricacy has
stumped scientists for hundreds of years.This book reveals why the
ancients built so many pyramids, observatories as well as those complex
gold and bronze clocks with more than one dial. It surprised me greatly
to discover that their various complex designs in one way or another
converge on 21 December 2012. It amazes me that ancient cultures
separated by thousands of miles of geography and thousands of years in
chronology agree so precisely in the cyclical nature of time, history and
prophecy, which is history written in advance. The most famous example
is the Mayan-Aztec calendar, which ends its 25,626-year cycle on that
momentous date. Some researchers have also found 21 December 2012
in what is called, the Bible Code. Using very different research methods,
I discovered it in the Bible's book of Revelation and Daniel's prophecies.
It is one of the most important dates in the plan of God for all humanity!
The Divine Mother Speaks - Rashmi Khilnani 2010-09
Here is an extensive, in-depth, yet clear explanation of universal life
force energy in its multifaceted forms - the energy of love, the elements
and the primordial energies of the universe made simple for anyone to
use in becoming conscious co-creators in this time of bringing, and
becoming, heaven on earth.
The Wiley Blackwell Companion to Zoroastrianism - Michael Stausberg
2015-03-23
This is the first ever comprehensive English-language survey of
Zoroastrianism, one of the oldest living religions Evenly divided into five
thematic sections beginning with an introduction to
Zoroaster/Zarathustra and concluding with the intersections of
Zoroastrianism and other religions Reflects the global nature of
Zoroastrian studies with contributions from 34 international authorities
from 10 countries Presents Zoroastrianism as a cluster of dynamic
historical and contextualized phenomena, reflecting the current trend to
move away from textual essentialism in the study of religion
Historical Dictionary of Anglicanism - Colin Buchanan 2015-10-22
This second edition of Historical Dictionary of Anglicanism covers the
history of Anglicanism through a chronology, an introductory essay,
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appendixes, and an extensive bibliography. The dictionary section has
over 700 cross-referenced entries on important personalities, concepts
and institutions, rituals and liturgy, events and national communities.
This book is an excellent access point for students, researchers, and
anyone wanting to know more about Anglicanism.
An American Dictionary of the English Language - Noah Webster
1877
Divine Encounter - Rod Parsley 2015-09-01
Soft Back book
Death Across Cultures - Helaine Selin 2019-07-01
Death Across Cultures: Death and Dying in Non-Western Cultures,
explores death practices and beliefs, before and after death, around the
non-Western world. It includes chapters on countries in Africa, Asia,
South America, as well as indigenous people in Australia and North
America. These chapters address changes in death rituals and beliefs,
medicalization and the industry of death, and the different ways cultures
mediate the impacts of modernity. Comparative studies with the west
and among countries are included. This book brings together global
research conducted by anthropologists, social scientists and scholars
who work closely with individuals from the cultures they are writing
about.
Interpreting the Seventh Century BC - Xenia Charalambidou
2017-08-31
This book has its origin in a conference held at the British School at
Athens in 2011 which aimed to explore the range of new archaeological
information now available for the seventh century in Greek lands.
The Illustrated London News - 1851
Be Here Now - Ram Dass 1971-10-12
Beloved guru Ram Dass tells the story of his spiritual awakening and
gives you the tools to take control of your life in this “counterculture
bible” (The New York Times) featuring powerful guidance on yoga,
meditation, and finding your true self. When Be Here Now was first
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published in 1971, it filled a deep spiritual emptiness, launched the
ongoing mindfulness revolution, and established Ram Dass as perhaps
the preeminent seeker of the twentieth century. Just ten years earlier, he
was known as Professor Richard Alpert. He held appointments in four
departments at Harvard University. He published books, drove a
Mercedes and regularly vacationed in the Caribbean. By most societal
standards, he had achieved great success. . . . And yet he couldn’t escape
the feeling that something was missing. Psilocybin and LSD changed
that. During a period of experimentation, Alpert peeled away each layer
of his identity, disassociating from himself as a professor, a social
cosmopolite, and lastly, as a physical being. Fear turned into exaltation
upon the realization that at his truest, he was just his inner-self: a
luminous being that he could trust indefinitely and love infinitely. And
thus, a spiritual journey commenced. Alpert headed to India where his
guru renamed him Baba Ram Dass—“servant of God.” He was introduced
to mindful breathing exercises, hatha yoga, and Eastern philosophy. If he
found himself reminiscing or planning, he was reminded to “Be Here
Now.” He started upon the path of enlightenment, and has been
journeying along it ever since. Be Here Now is a vehicle for sharing the
true message, and a guide to self-determination.
Love, Marriage, and Jewish Families - Sylvia Barack Fishman
2015-11-22
The concepts of gender, love, and family - as well as the personal choices
regarding gender-role construction, sexual and romantic liaisons, and
family formation - have become more fluid under a society-wide softening
of boundaries, hierarchies, and protocols. Sylvia Barack Fishman gathers
the work of social historians and legal scholars who study
transformations in the intimate realms of partnering and family
construction among Jews. Following a substantive introduction, the
volume casts a broad net. Chapters explore the current situation in both
the United States and Israel, attending to what once were considered
unconventional household arrangements - including extended
singlehood, cohabitating couples, single Jewish mothers, and GLBTQ
families - along with the legal ramifications and religious backlash.
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Together, these essays demonstrate how changes in the understanding of
male and female roles and expectations over the past few decades have
contributed to a social revolution with profound - and paradoxical effects on partnering, marriage, and family formation. This diverse
anthology - with chapters focusing on demography, ethnography, and
legal texts - will interest scholars and students in Jewish studies,
women's and gender studies, Israel studies, and American Jewish history,
sociology, and culture.
Desiring the Kingdom (Cultural Liturgies) - James K. A. Smith
2009-08-01
Malls, stadiums, and universities are actually liturgical structures that
influence and shape our thoughts and affections. Humans--as Augustine
noted--are "desiring agents," full of longings and passions; in brief, we
are what we love. James K. A. Smith focuses on the themes of liturgy and
desire in Desiring the Kingdom, the first book in what will be a threevolume set on the theology of culture. He redirects our yearnings to
focus on the greatest good: God. Ultimately, Smith seeks to re-vision
education through the process and practice of worship. Students of
philosophy, theology, worldview, and culture will welcome Desiring the
Kingdom, as will those involved in ministry and other interested readers.
The Voyeur - Alain Robbe-Grillet 2015-06-23
The winner of the Prix des Critiques from the French avant-garde author
of Jealousy. “Robbe-Grillet is the forerunner of a revolution in the novel”
(Claude Mauriac, cultural critic for Le Figaro). Mathias, a timorous,
ineffectual traveling salesman, returns to the island of his birth after a
long absence. Two days later, a thirteen-year-old girl is found drowned
and mutilated. With eerie precision, Robbe-Grillet puts us at the scene of
the crime and takes us inside Mathias’s mind, artfully enlisting us as
detective hot on the trail of a homicidal maniac. A triumphant display of
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the techniques of the “new novel,” The Voyeur achieves the impossible
feat of keeping us utterly engrossed in the mystery of the child’s murder
while systematically raising doubts about whether it really occurred.
“The suspense . . . keeps us on tenterhooks.” —The New York Times
Book Review “I can think of no other writer who can render the banal so
fearfully fantastic. In the subtlest, slyest, and most sheerly delightful way
he persuades us to look anew at the commonplace.” —Books and
Bookmen Praise for Alain Robbe-Grillet “Robbe-Grillet’s theories
constitute the most ambitious aesthetic program since Surrealism.”
—John Updike, Pulitzer Prize–winner “Robbe-Grillet is important because
he has attacked the last bastion of the traditional art of writing: the
organization of literary space.” —Roland Barthes, influential literary
theorist “Robbe-Grillet was a master at conveying human
misunderstanding.” —Bernard-Henri Lévy, public intellectual, author,
and filmmaker “I doubt that fiction as art can any longer be seriously
discussed without Robbe-Grillet.” —The New York Times
The Yoruba - Akinwumi Ogundiran 2020-11-03
The Yoruba: A New History is the first transdisciplinary study of the twothousand-year journey of the Yoruba people, from their origins in a small
corner of the Niger-Benue Confluence in present-day Nigeria to
becoming one of the most populous cultural groups on the African
continent. Weaving together archaeology with linguistics, environmental
science with oral traditions, and material culture with mythology,
Ogundiran examines the local, regional, and even global dimensions of
Yoruba history. The Yoruba: A New History offers an intriguing cultural,
political, economic, intellectual, and social history from ca. 300 BC to
1840. It accounts for the events, peoples, and practices, as well as the
theories of knowledge, ways of being, and social valuations that shaped
the Yoruba experience at different junctures of time. The result is a new
framework for understanding the Yoruba past and present.
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